
PAWS Panelists

Questions or comments?
Contact Dr. Jessica Noviello, NExSS NPMP:

Jessica.Noviello@NASA.gov

Dr. Roger Aines is the Energy Program Chief Scientist in E Program,
which conducts government and private sector research in clean

energy technology. He leads the Carbon Initiative at Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL), which aims to understand,
develop, and implement technologies for the removal of carbon

dioxide from the atmosphere, so-called negative emissions
technologies. He has been at LLNL since 1984 working on nuclear

waste disposal, environmental remediation, application of stochastic
methods to inversion and data fusion, management of carbon

emissions including separation technology, and monitoring and
verification methods for sequestration.

Dr. Josh Schaidle is the director of the Chemical Catalysis for
Bioenergy Consortium and has been recognized as a Distinguished

Member of the Research Staff at the National Renewable Energy
Laboratory (NREL). He also serves as the Chief of Staff for the

Bioenergy Science and Technology Directorate and NREL’s program
manager for the Office of Fossil Energy and Carbon Management. He

seeks to build and empower diverse, multidisciplinary teams to
accelerate technology development to address climate change. His
dream is to create a future in which the quality of life for each and

every person is no longer a compromise between sustainability and
affordability.

Dr. Corinne Scown is the Vice President and founder of the Life-
cycle, Economics, and Agronomy Division (LEAD) at the Joint

BioEnergy Institute (JBEI), Deputy Director for Research of the Energy
Analysis and Environmental Impacts (EAEI) Division at Lawrence

Berkeley National Lab, and Co-Founder of Cyklos Materials. Scown’s
expertise includes life-cycle assessment, technoeconomic analysis,

biofuels and bioproducts and co-management of energy and water.
She earned a B.S. in civil engineering with a double-major in

engineering and public policy at Carnegie Mellon University, and she
received her Ph.D. and M.S. in civil and environmental engineering at

UC Berkeley.


